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The uses of ‘ㅟ’ in Sino-Korean in 15th century.

Tokyo University.
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1. Introduction

 This study aims to examine that what sound did ‘ㅟ’ represent in 
Sino-Korean in 15th century by looking into the uses of ‘ㅟ’ in 
Sino-Korean of Donggukjeongun(東國正韻) (1448) (DJSK) as well as 
traditional Sino-Korean (TSK).
 ‘Hunminjeongeum’(訓民正音) was created for writing Korean, Sino- 
Korean, and other languages such as Chinese. It had 28 basic letters 
including 17 letters for initial sounds and 11 letters for medial 
sounds. As for medial letters there were 18 more letters before, but 
some of them such as ‘ㆍ(/ʌ/), ㆎ(/ʌj/)’ are no longer used in 
writing, some of them such as ‘ㅐ(/aj/), ㅔ(/əj/), ㅚ(/oj/)’ are being 
used so far but their phonetic value have been changed. 
 When it comes to ‘ㅟ’, most prospective studies explained that it 
represented /uj/ in the 15th century, its phonetic value has been 
changed into /wi/ around the 19th century. However, Lee (1990:128) 
claimed that ‘ㅟ’ mostly represented /uj/ but was also used to write 
/wi/ in a certain case, i.e. ‘ㅟ’ derived from ‘’. Besides Yu 
(2014:195) argued that certain letters were ued to represent plural 
sounds in Hongmujeongunyeokhun(洪武正韻譯訓) (1455) (yeokhun). For 
instance, ‘ㅟ’ was also used to transliterate rhyme Qing 庚 as well as 
rhyme Hui 灰. The ‘ㅟ’ for rhyme Hui was pronounced as /uj/ but 
the ‘ㅟ’ for rhyme Qing was not, i.e. its pronunciation was not /uj/ 
but /u/. The ‘ㅣ’ combined with ‘ㅜ’ had no phonetic value, just 
indicated a distinctive feature. 
 According to previous study, the question of 'ㅟ' can be divided 
into two parts. First, was 'ㅟ' a medial sound only for transcribing 
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/uj/ which is a falling diphthong in 15th century? Next, we need to 
distinguish between a phonetic value and a phonemic contrast. 
Because 'ㅟ' was usually used to write a vowel sound /uj/, but it 
was also possible to indicate a phonemic contrast as well as a vowel 
sound such as 'ㅟ' in yeokhun. Even though there are a lot of 
studies about 'ㅟ' on 15th Korean and foreign languages especially 
Chinese, 'ㅟ' on Sino-Korean has not been reported to date. However 
Jeongeum was created for writing Korean, foreign languages and 
Sino-Korean, so it is needed to investigate SK narrowly. In the 
present study, I suggested a possibility that 'ㅟ' on the TSK in the 
15th century represented /wi/ as well as /uj/ through comparing 
TSK to Middle Chinese (MC). Moreover, this study examined that 
whether 'ㅟ' in DJSK had any artificial factor except the actual 
pronunciation.  

2. The phonetic value of ‘ㅟ’ in middle Korean

 A question of the phonetic value of 'ㅟ' has relevance to a vowel 
system of Middle Korean, i.e. there was a rising diphthong in the 15th 
century. Heo (1952, 1968) and Kim (1972) defined that 'ㅟ' was a 
letter for writing /uj/.    
  Heo (1968:614) discussed that there were only two vowels, /ə/ (ㅓ), 
/a/ (ㅏ), which could combine with the preceding /w/ to form rising 
diphthongs, i.e. /wə/ (ㅝ) and /wa/ (ㅘ), in 15th Korean. He explained 
that there was no reason which /i/ can not combine with /w/, but 
there was a falling diphthong /uj/ already, therefore /wi/ did not 
exist. However his opinion is not fully explained.    
 Kim (1972) mentioned that '위' (/wi/), which is derived from '' (/β
i/), was not /wi/ but /wəj/. He said that although a change, /βi/ > 
/wi/, is spontaneous, /wi/ didn't exist in middle Korean, therefore 
/ə/ was inserted between /w/ and /i/. 
 On the other hand, Lee (1990) and Choi (1976) insist that a medial '
ㅟ' was used to represent /uj/ however, in some cases it was also 
used to transcribe /wi/. Lee (1990:128) regarded ‘ㅟ’, which is 
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changed from '', as /wi/. He said that since there were rising 
diphthong, which /w/ is preceding, /wa/ and /wə/, in Middle 
Korean, /wi/ also may have existed in MK. Furthermore he explained 
that '위 (wi)' of ‘–디위 (-tiwi)’ changed from ‘-디 (–tiβi)’ was 
transcribed in various medial letters, e.g. ‘위’ (/uj/), ‘외’ (/oj/), ‘웨’ 
(wəj), because there was no way to transcribe rising diphthong /wi/.  
 Choe (1976:77) mentioned that  if '위’ (wi) of ‘–디위’ (-tiwi) was 
pronounced /uj/ exactly, it was unnecessary to write that sound in 
various medial letters.   
 Park (1988, 2010:157, 160) insist that 'ㅟ' was a letter for writing 
/ui/ and /wi/ in the 15th century. Firstly he said that the secondary 
vowel of diphthong such as ‘ㅐ (aj), ㅔ (əj), ㅚ (oj), ㅟ (uj)’ was /i/, 
because a lot of syllables containing a falling diphthong appear with 
rising tones. If the secondary vowel of diphthong was a gliding /j/, 
the syllable couldn't have a rising tone (beginning with a low pith 
and ending with a high pitch). He pointed out that if ‘ㅟ’ of ‘불휘’ 
and ‘멀위’ (/məluj/) had the same phonetic value, they should have 
been changed to the same vowel, however ‘멀위/məluj/’ has changed 
to ‘머루/məɾu/’, whereas ‘불휘/pulhwi/’ (root) has changed into ‘뿌리’ 
(p’uɾi), so he has concluded based on this example that the phonetic 
value of ‘위’ were not only /ui/ but also /wi/.   
 In sum, opinions on the existence of /wi/ in the vowel system of 
MK are divided into three groups. Firstly, Heo (1968) and Kim (1972) 
regarded /wi/ as if it didn’t exist, ‘ㅟ’ was a medial letter for /uj/, 
however, the reason why /wi/ didn’t exist was not fully explained. 
Secondly, Lee (1990) and Choe (1976) insist that only ‘ㅟ’ changed 
from '' can be considered as /wi/, ‘ㅟ’ was used for writing the 
sound. Lastly, Park(1988) mentioned that in the 15th century ‘ㅟ’ had 
two phonetic values, i.e. /uj/ and /wi/. According to previous 
studies, it seems like there is no reason to deny the existence of 
/wi/ in MK, also a medial letter ‘ㅟ’ was used to write /wi/ as well 
as /uj/. 
 
3. The phonetic value of ‘ㅟ’ in traditional Sino-Korean
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MC 攝等韻開合聲 Characters
止攝支韻B類合口牙喉音

SheZhi YunZhi Hekou 
平聲 危潙爲

上聲 委餧

去聲 萎爲 
止攝脂韻B類合口牙喉音

SheZhi YunZhi Hekou
平聲 龜

去聲 喟位

止攝微韻合口牙喉音

SheZhi YunWei Hekou

平聲 歸威蝛韋幃闈圍違暉揮楎
上聲 鬼葦暐偉

去聲 貴彚諱胃蝟緯魏謂尉慰 
蟹攝祭韻合口云母

SheKai YunJi 衛*衛+牛

 
 There were two kinds of Sino-Korean in the 15th century, i.e. TSK 
and DJSK. In the case of TSK, ‘ㅟ’ (/uj/) was used for writing some 
of rhyme Zhi (支韻), rhyme Zhi (脂韻) and rhyme Wei (微韻), which 
are members of She Zhi (止攝), and was used to write rhyme Ji (祭
韻), which belongs to She Kai (蟹攝). And these characters are all 
Hekou (合口), and belong to velars or glottals. On the other hand, in 
the case of DJSK, ‘ㅟ’ was used to transcribe not only those rhymes 
I mentioned above, but also rhyme Deng (登韻), which belongs to She 
Zeng (曾攝). There is no exception in DJSK, while a lot of medial 
letters were used in the TSK. Chinese characters which those TSK 
contain letter ‘ㅟ’ are summarized as in Table 1.

Table 1 
Summay of Chinese characters which those TSK contain letter ‘ㅟ’ 

 Table 1 shows that there are 37 characters which the medial of 
TSK is ‘ㅟ’ (/uj/). Except for two characters (衛*衛+牛), other 
characters all belong to She Zhi, to be more specific, 7 characters 
belong to Zhi (支韻), 3 characters belong to Zhi (脂韻) and 25 
characters belong Wei (微韻). However, It is not every TSK of three 
rhymes which are members of She Zhi is transcribed as ‘ㅟ’. Except 
for ‘ㅟ’, a lot of letters for medials are used to write those rhymes. 
The table 2 below summarizes the medial distribution of TSK of four 
rhymes. 
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T1
平聲

T2
上聲

T3
去聲

Distribution 
of Medials

Zhi
支韻

潙危爲
(L위(/uj/))(3/3)

詭(危+鳥)攱跪
(R궤 (/kuəj/)) 
毁燬(R훼 (huəj)) (6/9)  
委(R위(/uj/))
餧(H위(/uj/)) (2/9)  
庋(R기(/ki/)) (1/9)

萎(R위(/uj/))
爲(R/H위(/uj/))(2/3) 
毁(R훼(/huəj/))(1/3) 

ㅟ(/uj/)
0.46(7/15)
ㅞ(/uəj/)
0.46(7/15)
ㅣ(/i/)
0.06(1/15)

Zhi
脂韻

龜(L귀(/kuj/))(1/3) 
逵(L규(/kju/))
惟(L유(/ju/))(2/3) 

軌簋(R궤(/kuəj/))(2/3) 
晷(R구(/ku/))(1/3)

愧(R괴(/koj/))(1/8) 
喟位(H위(/uj/))(2/8) 
匱櫃簣蕢饋
(R궤(/kuəj/))(5/8) 

ㅞ(/uəj/) 
0.5(7/14)
ㅟ(/uj/) 
0.21(3/14)
ㅠ(/ju/) 
0.14(2/14)
ㅚ(/oj/) 
0.07(1/14)
ㅜ(/u/) 
0.07(1/14)

Wei
微韻

威蝛韋幃闈圍
(L위(/uj/)) 
違(L/H위(/uj/))
暉揮楎(L휘(/huj/))
(11/12)
巍(L외(/oj/))(1/12) 

鬼(R귀(/kuj/)) 
葦暐(R위(/uj/)) 
偉(L/R위(/uj/))(4/6) 
卉虺(R훼(/huəj/))
(2/6)

貴(R귀(/kuj/)) 
彚諱(H휘(/huj/)) 
胃蝟緯(H위(/uj/))
魏謂(R/H위(/uj/)) 
尉(R위(/uj/))
慰(위(/uj/)) (10/11) 
畏(R외(/oj/))(1/11) 

ㅟ(/uj/) 
0.86(25/29)
ㅞ(/uəj/) 
0.07(2/29)
ㅚ(/oj/) 
0.07(2/29)

Ji
祭韻 衛衛+牛(H위(/uj/))(2/2) ㅟ(/uj/) 1.00 

(2/2)

Dist
ribu
tion 
of 

Med
ials

ㅟ(/uj/) 
0.83(15/18)
ㅚ(/oj/) 
0.16(3/18)
ㅠ(/ju/) 
0.11(2/18)

ㅞ(/uəj/) 
0.55(10/18)
ㅟ(/uj/) 
0.33(6/18)
ㅜ(/u/) 
0.055(1/18)
ㅣ(/i/)
0.055(1/18)

ㅟ(/uj/) 
0.66(16/24)
ㅞ(/uəj/)
0.25(6/24)
ㅚ(/oj/) 
0.08(2/24)

Table 2
TSK of She Zhi and rhyme Ji  
止攝B類合口牙喉音 蟹攝祭韻云母

Table 2 shows that ‘ㅞ’ (/uəj/) makes up the second highest 
distribution, and it is not a lot, but ‘ㅚ’ (/oj/), ‘ㅠ’ (/ju/), ‘ㅜ’ (/u/), 
‘ㅣ’ (/i/) also are used to write TSK of those rhymes.  
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 Kono (1968:484, 505) explored that TSK of ‘止攝B類合口’ (ZBH) tended 
to be affected by tone of Middle Chinese (MC), i.e. TSK of characters 
which belong to PingSheng (平聲) (T1) tended to be transcribed as 
‘ㅟ’, whereas most TSK of ShangSheng (上聲) (T2) and QuSheng (去
聲) (T3) tended to be written as ‘ㅞ’. He also explained that most TSK 
of rhyme Ji (祭韻) was written as ‘ㅟ’, because it was combined with 
ZBH. Ito (2007:146, 157) also explained that TSK of characters which 
are velars and glottals of ZBH were affected by tone of MC. However, 
she argued that TSK of rhyme Ji (祭韻) were written as ‘ㅟ’ due to 
the contamination by ‘韋’ which belongs to rhyme Wei (微韻). 
 Kono (1968) and Ito (2007) considered MC tone is an important 
factor in transcription of TSK. However, as shown in table 2, most 
TSK of characters which belong to T2 were written as ‘ㅞ’, but those 
belong to T3 were not.   
 Let us take a look at the frequency distribution for medials of each 
rhymes and each tones more specifically. TSK of T1 mostly appeared 
with medial ‘ㅟ’ (83%), but ‘ㅞ’ wasn’t used to write them at all. In 
the case of T2, ten of eighteen medials were ‘ㅞ’ (55%), six of them 
were ‘ㅟ’ (33%). TSK of T3 was mainly transcribed with ‘ㅟ’ (66%), 
‘ㅞ’ (25%) and ‘ㅚ’ (8%) also appeared. On the other hand, rhyme Zhi 
(支韻) were mainly transcribed with ‘ㅟ’ and ‘ㅞ’, two medials 
appeared at the same frequency. In contrast, TSK of rhyme Wei (微
韻) was mostly written as ‘ㅟ’. Twenty five of twenty seven medials 
were ‘ㅟ’, ‘ㅞ’ and ‘ㅚ’ appeared twice each. Interestingly, TSK of 
rhyme Zhi (脂韻) was written with the most various medials, i.e. ‘ㅞ’, 
‘ㅟ’, ‘ㅠ’, ‘ㅚ’, ‘ㅜ’ moreover ‘ㅞ’ was used more than ‘ㅟ’. Based on 
this, it seems obvious that the TSK was rather fed into rhymes than 
tones. 
 According to Mai (2009), reconstructing sounds of four rhymes 
mentioned above as follows,

Table 3
reconstructing sounds of 支韻 脂韻 微韻 祭韻
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支韻  ʳjwe (ㅟ0.46(7/15), ㅞ0.46(7/15), 0.06(1/15))
脂韻  ʳjwi (ㅞ0.5(7/14), ㅟ0.21(3/14), ㅠ0.14(2/14), ㅚ0.07(1/14), ㅜ
0.07(1/14))
微韻  jwəi (ㅟ0.86(25/29), ㅞ0.07(2/29), ㅚ0.07(2/29))
祭韻  jwɛi (ㅟ 100%)

 These four rhymes were all closed syllables. The vowel of rhyme 
Zhi (支韻) and Zhi (脂韻) were front-high vowels and both of them 
didn’t have endings (韻尾), whereas the vowel of rhyme Wei (微韻) 
and Ji were (祭韻) were central vowels and they had endings (韻尾). 
However it is obvious that those four syllables began with a rounded 
vowel and ended with front-high vowels. Therefore, these sounds 
probably were heard like /uj/, or /wi/ by Korean people.
 Rhyme Zhi (支韻) and Zhi (脂韻) is reconstructed as /ʳjwe/ and /ʳ
jwi/ respectively. /jw/ was Medial (介音), /e/ and /i/ were Vowel (主
要母音), therefore, there is a possibility that these syllables were 
heard as /wi/. Meanwhile, the Vowel (主要母音) of rhyme Wei (微韻) 
and Ji (祭韻) were /ə/ and /ɛ/, and these rhymes had Ending (韻尾). 
Because Vowels and Medials were close to each other, moreover 
Ending was a kind of glide, then it is thought that the sounds of 
these syllables were similar with /uj/ than /wi/. 
 As I mentioned above, Kono (1968) considered medials of TSK 
reflected the differences of MC tones, because he assumed that there 
was no /wi/ in 15th Korean. Assuming /wi/ existed in Middle Korean 
Diphthong system, we can have other explanation. As can be seen 
table 2 and 3, TSK of rhyme Wei (微韻) and Ji (祭韻) were mostly 
transcribed with ‘ㅟ’, however, in the case of TSK of rhyme Zhi (支
韻), ‘ㅟ’ and ‘ㅞ’ appeared at the same rate. Furthermore, TSK of 
rhyme Zhi (脂韻) was transcribed with the most various medials such 
as, ‘ㅞ’, ‘ㅟ’, ‘ㅠ’, ‘ㅚ’, ‘ㅜ’. 
 A possible explanation for this is that the sounds of rhyme Wei (微
韻) and Ji (祭韻) were close to /uj/, so most TSK of them were 
written in ‘nl’, however, the sounds of rhyme Zhi (支韻) and Zhi (脂
韻) were similar with /wi/, but there was no letter to write that 
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Middle Chinese Characters

止攝支韻B類合口牙音喉音 
(Group 1)

귕 (/kuj/) :嬀潙佹詭垝陒佹祪䤥庪庋攱傀攰庪
큉 (/kʰuj/) :虧觖
뀡 (/k’uj/) :跪
 (/ŋuj/) :危峗峞爲頠姽峗瓦僞
 (/ʔuj/) :逶倭䴧蜲痿萎委委骩餧委骩
휭 (/huj/) :麾戲摩撝毀譭燬毇烜䃣毀
윙 (/uj/) :蔿䦱薳爲

止攝脂韻B類合口牙音喉音 
(Group 2)

귕 (/kuj/) :龜軌匭氿宄厬晷簋媿愧謉聭騩
큉 (/kʰuj/) :蘬巋巋蘬喟嘳㕟䙡巋
뀡 (/k’uj/) :逵㙺夔犪騤戣鍨頯頄馗匱鐀櫃饋歸蕢䕚簣籄㙺
 (/ŋuj/) :帷
윙 (/uj/) :位

止攝脂韻合口知母 뒹 (/tuj/) :轛 

止攝3等微韻合口牙音喉音
(Group 3) 

귕 (/kuj/) :騩歸鬼貴瞶
 (/ŋuj/) 
:韋幃褘湋違闈圍巍嵬犩韙偉瑋煒颹暐韡葦胃謂渭蝟猬
㥜媦緯圍彚魏犩

sound as in Korean, therefore diverse medial letters were used to 
transcribe it. 

4. The uses of ‘ㅟ’ in Sino-Korean of Donggukjeongun

 DJSK indicates corrected TSK. Shin, Sukju (申叔舟) recorded about 
the correction rules in the preface of Dongkukjeongun(1447). The 
preface includes four correction rules: three regarding initials of SK 
and one concerning the finals. Those rules are applied to all SK in 
the rhyme book and explain all corrections to initials and finals with 
a few explicable exceptions. Unlike initials and finals, however, the 
preface does not address those to medials at all. According to Cho 
(2011) and Cha (2014), most medials of DJSK were not corrected, 
except for some cases which didn’t transcribe closed feature (合口) . 
 Chinese characters which those DJSK contain letter ‘ㅟ’ (/uj/) are 
summarized as in Table 4. 

Table 4
Summay of DJSK contain letter ‘ㅟ’ (/uj/) 
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 (/ʔuj/) :威葳蝛磈嵔尉慰蔚霨罻畏威
휭 (/huj/) 
:暉煇煒輝揮楎椲翬褘徽幑㫎虫虺蘬燬卉諱卉 

蟹攝3等祭韻合口見母云母  
(Group 4) 귕 (/kuj/) :劌劂撅橛蹶蹷鱖鱥

 (/ŋuj/) :衛熭轊䡺璏彘㻰
曾攝1等登韻合口見母曉母 
(Group 5)

 (/kujŋ/) :肱 
귁 (/kujk/) :國囯 
 (/hujŋ/) :薨翃

 Medials of velars and glottals which belong to rhyme Zhi (支韻), 
rhyme Zhi (脂韻), and rhyme Wei (微韻), and a character ‘轛’1) were 
written with ‘ㅟ’ (/uj/). Initial Jian (見母) Yun (云母) of rhyme Ji (祭韻) 
and Initial Jian (見母) Xiao (曉母) of rhyme Deng (登韻) also were 
transcribed in ‘ㅟ’. The feature of DJSK of those rhymes mentioned 
in table 3 as follows.
 Medials of group 1, 2, 3 and ‘轛’ were transcribed in ‘ㅟ’. In the 
DJSK of open syllables (開口), all medials of group 1, 2, 3 were 
written in ‘ㅢ’ (/ɨj/), and all characters of initial Zhi were 
represented ‘ㅣ’. Therefore, we can suppose that the correction of 
medial of group 1, 2, 3 with ‘ㅟ’ is for representing the differences 
of open-close (開合), i.e. (/ɨj/ : /uj/). However, it is difficult to 
explain that the medial of ‘轛’ was written in ‘ㅟ’.  
 jeongun contains only ‘衛’ of the two letters, ‘衛’ and ‘衛+牛’. In the 
case of open syllables (開口), All medials of rhyme Ji (祭韻) are 
transcribed in ‘ㅖ’(/jəi/). Medials of velars and glottals were 
corrected as ‘ㅖ’ like as other consonants though all TSK of them 
were ‘ㅔ’ (/əj/). It is hard to understand considering medials of DJSK 
almost accepted TSK. However, ‘ㅔ’ was not used at all in DJSK, also, 
‘ㅞ’ (/uəj/), which is for representing a closed syllable (合口) of ‘ㅔ’ 
was not used. There is a possibility that TSK of open syllables (開口) 
of rhyme Ji (祭韻) was corrected same as other consonants, because 
some medials, such as ‘ㅔ’ or ‘ㅞ’ couldn’t be used for writing DJSK. 
 In the case of DJSK of group 4, medials of them are ‘ㅟ’, but 
medials of other consonants are ‘ㆋ’ (/jujəj/). It is resulted from the 

1) rhyme Zhi Initial Zhi (脂韻知母) 
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Characters DJSK TSK
肱  (/kujŋ/)  (/kojŋ/)

 (/kuŋ/)
國囯 귁 (/kujk/) 국 (/kuk/)
薨  (/hujŋ/) (/huŋ/)
翃  (/hujŋ/) no data
鞃䡏䡌  (/kʰojŋ/) no data
弘苰鞃  (/hhojŋ/) 弘 홍(/hoŋ/)
或惑掝蜮  (/hhojŋ/) 或惑 혹(/hok/)

reflection of TSK. Almost TSK of group 4 contained in the 『東國正韻』 
are not left. ‘撅’ which is an only determinable letter, is ‘궤’ (kuəj), 
however, the authors of jeongun corrected its medial into ‘ㅟ’. 
 Medial of group 5 is also ‘ㅟ’, but there is no character that medial 
is represented  ‘ㅟ’ among TSK as following table 5 indicates.

Table 5
TSK & DJSK of Group 5

 Medial and final of TSK of initial Jian (見母) represented as ‘’ 
(/oiŋ/), ‘’ (/uk/), and ‘’ (/ɨŋ/), initial Xiao(曉母) represented as 
‘’ (/uŋ/) and initial Xia (匣母) represented as ‘’ (/ojŋ/), ‘’ 
(/oŋ/), and ‘’ (/ok/). Kono (1968) regarded these TSK are based on 
different sounds of Chinese. Contrastively, Ito (2007) insist that, 
almost medial and final of TSK of group 5 are ‘/’ (ɨŋ/ɨk), and 
those of initial Xia (匣母) are ‘/’ (ʌŋ/-ʌjk). Also she explained 
that ‘’ (/uŋ/), ‘’ (/oŋ/), ‘’ (/ojŋ/) are closed syllables (合口) of 
‘’ (/ɨŋ/), ‘’ (/ʌŋ/), ‘’ (/ʌjŋ/)’ respectively. Therefore, it seems 
that TSK of rhyme Deng (登韻) dosen’t reflect difference sounds of 
Chinese, but rather difference of initial.
 It seems obvious that DJSK reflected differences of initials. Medials 
of initial Kai and Xia (溪母, 匣母) are ‘ㅚ’ (/oj/), whereas medials of 
initial Jian and Xiao 見母 and 曉母 are ‘ㅟ’. 
 In summary, it is considered that medials of DJSK mostly followed 
TSK. Medial of rhyme Qing (庚韻) was written as ‘ㅟ’ (/uj/) in the 
yeokhun. This ‘ㅣ’ combined with ‘ㅜ’ indicated a distinctive feature, 
but ‘ㅟ’ which is used in DJSK, doesn’t seem likely. Although it can 
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not assure the phonetic value of ‘ㅟ’ used in TSJK, based on the 
several information, it is thought that the authors of jeongun 
regarded that ‘ㅟ’ can be used for writing not only /uj/ but also 
/wi/. 

5. Conclusion

 This study examined the uses of ‘ㅟ’ in two types of Sino-Korean in 
the 15th century. I can conclude that there is a possibility that the 
pronunciation of medial ‘ㅟ’ of TSK was not only /uj/ but also /wi/, 
through comparing TSK with reconstructing sounds of Middle 
Chinese. I also compared TSK with SK in Donggukjeongun of rhyme 
Zhi (支韻), Zhi (脂韻), Wei (微韻), Ji (祭韻), as a result, it is confirmed 
that DJSK tent to follow TSK.
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